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Plasmids

Background
• Cyanobacteria are photosynthetic prokaryotes
• A. variabilis is capable of nitrogen fixation
• Process of converting atmospheric nitrogen to
organic sources, such as ammonium, with the
enzyme nitrogenase
• Possible use in agriculture as substitute for nitrogen
fertilizers
• A. variabilis has three nitrogenase systems
• nif1 cluster (cnfR1) – aerobic heterocysts
• nif2 cluster(cnfR2) – anaerobic vegetative cells
• vnf cluster – aerobic heterocysts
• Nitrogenase is oxygen-sensitive
• Nitrogenase is in anoxic specialized cells called
heterocysts
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Important Genes
BglII

SacI

pMH20 CFP

pMH20 has a blue fluorescent
protein that is made only in
heterocysts

SacI

pMH17 YFP

pMH17 has a yellow fluorescent
protein that is made only if the
cnfR1 gene is expressed

Both plasmids conjugated into A. variabilis - Select for
plasmids with antibiotic resistance for Nm, Em

cnfR1

• cnfR1 is the activator of the nif1 genes expressed in late
heterocyst development that make nitrogenase
• Used to find mutant in gene that is required for
expression of cnfR1 and, hence, nitrogenase
• devB is essential for the establishment of the glycolipid
layer in heterocyst development
• Used to show that inability to fix nitrogen is not because
heterocysts were not made

Reporter Genes
•
•
•
•
•

YFP – yellow fluorescent protein
CFP – cyan fluorescent protein
Transcription of YFP will be driven by the cnfR1 promoter
Transcription of CFP will driven by the devB promoter
Looking for non N2-fixing colonies that do not express YFP,
but do express CFP (have complete heterocysts)

CnfR1
nifB1

nif1

Screen colonies for fluorescence from plasmids

Nif1

Purpose: Identify genes that express cnfR1
•
•
•
•
•

CnfR1 activates the nif1 genes that make nitrogenase
Proteins that regulate cnfR1 are not known
Mutants that prevent synthesis of CnfR1 and activation
of nif1 genes will be made using transposon mutagenesis
Mutants will not grow using nitrogen fixation
Mutant genes will be sequenced to identify them

Mutate with a transposon with Sp-R to mutate genes
that are required for cnfR1 expression

Select colonies that grow on antibiotics Nm,Em,Sp

Figure 3
Fluorescence microscopy of developed heterocysts with CFP/YFP
Figure 3: Orion Rivers, et al. (2014). Molecular Microbiology.
Figure 4: Antonie Visser and Olaf Rolinksi, Wageningen University and University of Strathclyde.

Grow with limited fixed nitrogen so mutants that cannot
fix will form small colonies that begin to die

Rescue dying colonies– no cnfR1 to activate nif1 genes

Figure 1:
Bright-field photograph of A. variabilis.

Figure 2: Electron micrograph of A.
variabilis. Arrows indicate heterocysts.

Figure 1: Guarav Pant, et al. (2012). International Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences.
Figure 2: Teresa Thiel, et al . (2014). Standards in Genomic Sciences

If there is blue
fluorescence driven by
devB promotor
=
normal heterocysts

If there is no yellow
fluorescence driven by
cnfR1 promotor
=
cnfR1 not transcribed

Figure 4 – Absorbance Spectrum of CFP and YFP
CFP/YFP do not have an overlap in their emissions and are
contrasting to the natural fluorescence of cyanobacteria

